Disparate treatment occurs when a machine learning model produces different decisions for groups defined by a legally protected or sensitive attribute (e.g., race, gender). In domains where prediction accuracy is paramount, it is acceptable to fit a model which exhibits disparate treatment. We explore the effect of splitting classifiers (i.e., training and deploying a separate classifier on each group) and derive an information-theoretic impossibility result: there exists precise conditions where a group-blind classifier will always have a non-trivial performance gap from the split classifiers. We further demonstrate that, in the finite sample regime, splitting is no longer always beneficial and relies on the number of samples from each group and the complexity of the hypothesis class. We provide data-dependent bounds for understanding the effect of splitting and illustrate these bounds on real-world datasets.
Introduction
A machine learning (ML) model exhibits disparate treatment [1] if it treats individuals differently based on membership in a legally protected group determined by a sensitive attribute (e.g., race, gender). In applications such as recidivism prediction or loan approval, the existence of disparate treatment can be illegal [2] . However, in settings such as healthcare, it can be legal and ethical to fit a model which presents disparate treatment in order to improve prediction accuracy [3] .
The role of a sensitive attribute in fair classification can be understood through several metrics and principles. When a ML model is deployed in practice, fairness can be quantified in terms of the performance disparity conditioned on a sensitive attribute, such as statistical parity [4] and equalized odds [5] . In domains where the goal is to predict accurately, non-maleficence ("do not harm") [6] becomes a more appropriate moral principle for fairness [7] [8] [9] . In this case, a ML model should avoid causation of harm and achieve the most accurate performance on each protected group.
The relationship between incorporating a sensitive attribute in a model and achieving the non-maleficence principle is complex. On the one hand, using a group-blind classifier (i.e., a classifier that does not use the sensitive attribute as an input feature) may cause harm unintentionally since its performance relies on the distribution of the input data [7, 10, 11] . This probability distribution can vary significantly conditioned on a sensitive attribute due to, for example, inherent differences between groups [10] , differences in labeling [12] , and differences in sampling [13] . On the other hand, training a separate classifier for each protected group-a setting we refer to as splitting classifiers-does not necessarily guarantee non-maleficence when sample size is limited [14] : groups with insufficient samples may achieve a high generalization error and suffer from overfitting.
In this paper, we study the fundamental impact of disparate treatment in the accuracy of classification tasks. We consider two questions that are central to understanding non-maleficence through the use of a sensitive attribute: (i) when is it beneficial to split classifiers in terms of a sensitive attribute? (ii) When splitting is beneficial, how much do the split classifiers outperform a group-blind classifier ? We first show that in the information-theoretic regime where the underlying distribution is known-or, equivalently, an arbitrarily large number of samples is available-splitting is always beneficial (see Proposition 1). Thus, splitting will naturally follow the "do not harm" principle in the high-sample regime. We Similar then derive impossibility (i.e., converse) results for group-blind classifiers: under certain precise conditions, a group-blind classifier will always have a non-trivial accuracy gap when compared to split classifiers trained over different protected groups (see Lemma 1 and Theorem 2) . Our converse results are information-theoretic, holding regardless of the number of samples or training algorithm used. Despite their theoretical nature, these results also have an important practical consequence: if a data scientist attempts to use a group-blind classifier across all groups, there are situations where harm is unavoidable and a protected group will always suffer from poor classification performance. We determine three main factors that capture how splitting reconciles the inherent accuracy trade-off that exists in a group-blind classifier: (i) the statistical "distance" between different groups' unlabeled distributions, (ii) the similarity between the optimal (split) classifier trained over each group, and (iii) the approximation error of the hypothesis class with respect to the data distribution. These factors naturally delineate a taxonomy of splitting comprised by three regimes where (i) splitting classifiers does not help much; (ii) splitting brings the most benefit when compared to a group-blind classifier; and (iii) the benefit of splitting can only be determined on a case-by-case basis. These regimes are illustrated in Figure 1 and described in detail in Section 3.
Finally, we demonstrate both theoretically and empirically that, in the finite sample regime, splitting classifiers is no longer always beneficial. The effect of splitting in this case relies not only on the factors introduced above, but also on the number of samples from each group. We provide data-dependent bounds (see Corollary 1) for characterizing this effect and demonstrate these bounds through experiments on 85 datasets downloaded from OpenML [15] . The experiments validate theoretical bounds and illustrate how the three factors described above determine the accuracy impact of splitting.
The proof techniques of this paper are based on methods in nonparametric estimation and information theory (e.g., Brown-Low's two-points lower bound [16] ). The converse results for the benefit-of-splitting (see Definition 3) are closely related to the min-max performance analysis found in nonparametric statistics [see e.g., [17] [18] [19] . Our results are closely related to the cost-of-coupling by Dwork et al. [10] and the impossibility results in domain adaptation by Ben-David et al. [20] . We present a detailed comparison with these prior works as well as an extended literature review in Section 6.
Contributions. The main contributions of this paper are:
• We introduce a precise definition, called the benefit-of-splitting, that captures the gain in accuracy from training a separate classifier for different protected groups when compared to a group-blind classifier.
• We demonstrate that there can be an insurmountable accuracy gap between split classifiers and a group-blind classifier. This impossibility result is given in terms of an information-theoretic lower bound on the benefit-of-splitting. This bound, in turn, depends on the distance between unlabeled distributions, the disagreement between optimal classifiers, and the approximation error.
• We show how the upper and lower bounds for the benefit-of-splitting naturally give rise to a taxonomy of splitting, given by three regimes where splitting may not result in an accuracy gain (Section 3.1), splitting will always give a non-trivial gain in accuracy (Section 3.2), and when the benefit-of-splitting cannot be bounded in general (Section 3.3). These results may help data scientists and other practitioners understand when using group-blind classifiers may inevitably violate the principle of nonmaleficence.
• We show that, in the large-sample limit, splitting is always beneficial. We also extend our analysis to the more nuanced finite-sample regime, providing data-dependent bounds to characterize the effect of splitting. These bounds are verified through experiments on 85 real-world datasets.
Overview
In this section, we formally define the benefit-of-splitting and provide factors to understand when splitting classifiers renders the most benefit in accuracy.
Preliminaries
Consider a binary classification task where the goal is to learn a probabilistic classifier (e.g., cancer detection) h : X → [0, 1] that predicts a label (e.g., presence of cancer) Y ∈ {0, 1} using features (e.g., age and dietary habits) X ∈ X . We assume there is an additional binary sensitive attribute (e.g., gender) S ∈ {0, 1} that does not belong to the feature vector X. The hypothesis class (e.g., logistic regression) which contains classifiers from X to [0, 1] is denoted by H.
Definition 1. We denote the unlabeled (marginal) probability distributions of two groups by P 0 P X|S=0 , P 1 P X|S=1 .
The labeling functions 1 of these two groups are denoted by
We adopt the risk function under 1 loss for measuring the disagreement between a classifier h and a labeling function y s . This risk function has been widely used in fair ML [10] and domain adaptation [21] and reduces to the risk under 0-1 loss when the classifier outputs a binary score (i.e., h : X → {0, 1}). 
(1)
Benefit of Splitting
We introduce next the benefit-of-splitting for quantifying the effect of splitting classifiers.
Definition 3. For a fixed probability distribution P S,X,Y , the benefit-of-splitting is defined as
Recall that a group-blind classifier does not use a sensitive attribute as an input (e.g., h(x) = logistic(w T x)); split classifiers 2 are a set of classifiers trained and deployed separately on each group (e.g., h s (x) = logistic(w T s x)). The benefit-of-splitting is the difference between the loss of the most accurate group-blind and split classifiers on the disadvantaged group (i.e., the group with highest loss in each case).
The focus of this paper is to understand the fundamental impact of disparate treatment through interpretable and rigorous bounds for the benefit-of-splitting. Of course, a data scientist could train three optimal classifiers (two split classifiers and one group-blind classifier) and compute the benefit-of-splitting empirically. However, this empirical value does not explain when splitting classifiers benefits model accuracy the most. In contrast, our bounds lead to factors (see Section 2.3) which can be used to understand the effect of splitting.
Given sufficient samples, splitting classifiers follows the non-maleficence principle ("do not harm") [6, 7] : training a separate model on each group will never diminish accuracy compared to a group-blind classifier. We formalize this statement in the following proposition. Proposition 1. Let h * and {h * s } s∈{0,1} be optimal group-blind and split classifiers, respectively:
Then
From an information-theoretic standpoint, splitting classifiers never harms any group-at least not in terms of accuracy-but how much benefit does it bring? Next, we provide factors which will be used to upper and lower bound the benefit-of-splitting.
Factors that Impact the Benefit-of-Splitting
In Section 3, we demonstrate that the benefit-of-splitting fundamentally relies on the following three factors.
Similarity of the unlabeled distributions. The first factor involves the "distance" between two groups' unlabeled distributions (i.e., P 0 and P 1 ). In particular, we use the total variation distance here D TV (P 0 , P 1 ) sup
where the supremum is taken over all measurable subsets E of X .
Disagreement between optimal classifiers. The second factor reflects the discrepancy between optimal classifiers of two groups. Let h * s ∈ argmin h∈H L s (h) be an optimal classifier for s ∈ {0, 1}. Then the disagreement can be measured by
The Taxonomy of Splitting
In this section, we analyze the benefit-of-splitting split in terms of the factors introduced above. First, we provide an upper bound for split showing that when two groups' optimal classifiers are similar, training a separate classifier on each group does not produce much benefit. Second, we provide a lower bound for split indicating that if the optimal classifiers are different while the unlabeled distributions are similar, then splitting classifiers can provide the most benefit. Finally, we consider the case that the optimal classifiers are different and unlabeled distributions are different as well. Here one must analyze the benefit-of-splitting on a case-by-case basis depending on the hypothesis class. Our analysis is information-theoretic as we assume that the underlying data distribution is known.
When Splitting Does Not Help Much
We start our analysis with an upper bound of the benefit-of-splitting. Theorem 1. Let h * s be an optimal classifier for the group s ∈ {0, 1}, i.e., h * s ∈ argmin h∈H L s (h). Then
The upper bound does not rely on the difference between the two unlabeled distributions P 0 and P 1 . Hence, whenever optimal classifiers of two groups are similar, the benefit-of-splitting will be small (see Figure 1 top). This is not surprising as one may consider an extreme case: two groups share the same optimal classifier h * . Then, regardless of whether the data scientist trains a separate classifier on each group or a group-blind classifier, the optimal one is always h * . Consequently, splitting does not bring benefit from an information-theoretic standpoint.
When Splitting Helps the Most
We provide a lower bound for the benefit-of-splitting next. This bound indicates that splitting classifiers benefits accuracy the most when the optimal classifiers are different and the unlabeled distributions are close (see Figure 1 bottom left).
Before showing the main result (i.e., a lower bound for the benefit-of-splitting), we state the following lemma which is of independent interest.
Lemma 1. For any measurable classifier
Lemma 1 states that if a data scientist aims at using a group-blind classifier, she/he could face with an inherent (information-theoretic) accuracy trade-off between different groups regardless of the number of samples, the choice of hypothesis class, and the learning algorithm.
If a sensitive attribute is allowed to be used in the classification task, what is the accuracy gain for the disadvantaged group (i.e., the group with highest loss)? The following theorem, which is the main result in this section, answers this question by lower-bounding the benefit-of-splitting.
Theorem 2. For any measurable h * 0 , h * 1 ∈ H, the benefit-of-splitting split has a lower bound:
Remark 1. The classifier h * s with s ∈ {0, 1} in the previous theorem does not need to be an optimal classifier. Nonetheless, in order to tighten the lower bound, one may consider using a more accurate classifier h * s for minimizing the term L s (h * s ). The lower bound is composed by the three factors which are discussed in Section 2.3. The first one (i.e., E [|h * 1 (X) − h * 0 (X)| | S = s]) reflects the disagreement between two optimal classifiers. The second one (i.e., D TV (P 0 , P 1 )) measures the difference between two unlabeled distributions. The last one (i.e., (L 0 (h * 0 ) + L 1 (h * 1 ))/2) controls the performance of the selected classifiers.
Undetermined Regime
We consider the case that the optimal classifiers are different and the unlabeled distributions are different as well (see Figure 1 bottom right). The following example shows that, under the same setup (i.e. same unlabeled distributions and same optimal classifiers), different hypothesis classes may result in largely different values for the benefit-of-splitting. Hence, one must study the effect of splitting on a case-by-case basis with different hypothesis classes.
Example 1. Let two groups' unlabeled distributions and labeling functions be
As µ grows larger, the "distance" between unlabeled distributions P 0 and P 1 increases (i.e., D TV (P 0 P 1 ) → 1 as µ → ∞). Now we consider two hypothesis classes.
• H threshold is the class of threshold functions over R:
• H interval is the class of intervals over R:
Here a, b are allowed to be infinity (i.e., threshold functions are included in H interval ).
In both cases, the labeling functions are included in the hypothesis classes and, hence, are optimal classifiers. The disagreement between these two optimal classifiers is at least 1/2.
The benefit-of-splitting split under H threshold is 1/2 while, as µ goes larger, split under H interval is nearly 0.
Splitting with Finite Samples
In the previous sections, we prove that splitting classifiers follows the "do not harm" principle in the large sample regime. Furthermore, we provide factors to characterize the amount of benefit by training a separate classifier on each group. Our analysis is based on the information-theoretic assumption that the data distribution can be reliably approximated.
In this section, we consider a more practical scenario in which the data scientist only has access to finitely many samples. She/he solves an empirical risk optimization and obtains an optimal group-blind classifier or a set of optimal split classifiers. When these classifiers are deployed on new fresh samples, a natural question is whether the optimal split classifiers still outperform the group-blind classifier. The following definition quantifies the effect of splitting classifiers within this finite sample regime. 
The sample-limited-splitting is not necessarily non-negative. In other words, with limited amount of samples available, splitting classifiers may not improve accuracy for both groups. In what follows, we provide data-dependent upper and lower bounds for the sample-limited-splitting. datasets downloaded from OpenML on top. Auxiliary information, including the total variation distance between unlabeled distributions and the number of samples, is plotted on the bottom panel. We sort our result based upon the number of sample from the minority group (i.e., min{n0, n1}). The disagreement between optimal classifiers is depicted in red color and, as shown, its tendency is similar withˆ split except for datasets with small sample size or large total variation distance.
whereP s is the empirical unlabeled distribution,
Here the term λ is the (average) training loss and Ω is the complexity term, which is approximately D/min{n 0 , n 1 }. As shown in Corollary 1, the model performance "improvement" by splitting classifiers not only relies on the disagreement between (empirically) optimal classifiers and the difference between (empirically) unlabeled distributions, but it also depends on the number of sample from each group especially a minority group with less samples and model complexity (measured by the VC dimension [23] ).
Experiments
We evaluate the sample-limited-splittingˆ split (see Definition 4) along with its upper and lower bounds (see Corollary 1) on 85 real-world datasets, collected from OpenML [15] , where 47 datasets have been used in Dwork et al. [10] . The purpose of our experiments is to verify the tightness of our bounds and to demonstrate how the factors introduced in Section 2.3 influence the effect of splitting. The dataset IDs, sensitive attribute and label names are provided in Appendix D. Source code for reproducing our experimental results is given at https://github.com/HsiangHsu/ToSplitOrNotToSplit.
Setup. We preprocess all 85 datasets by adopting the same procedure in Dwork et al. [10] . All categorical features are transformed into binary by assigning the most frequent object to 1 and the rest of the objects to 0. The first binary feature is used as the sensitive attribute and, hence, these datasets are "semi-synthetic". Large size datasets are truncated so that each group contains at most 10k data points.
Implementation. We obtain optimal split classifiers via training a logistic regression model with the LIBLINEAR solver [24] using samples from each group. Since an optimal group-blind classifier is a minimizer of min h∈H max w∈[0,1] wL 0 (h) + (1 − w)L 1 (h), we solve this optimization approximately by considering its dual formula max w∈[0,1] min h∈H wL 0 (h) + (1 − w)L 1 (h) and use 5-fold cross validation to tune the parameter w therein. Note that reweighting samples is a common strategy for dealing with imbalanced datasets [see e.g., 25 ].
The upper and lower bounds forˆ split (see Corollary 1) rely on the disagreement between optimal classifiers, the total variation distance between unlabeled distributions, the training loss of the optimal classifiers, and the complexity term. The disagreement can be calculated by applying the optimal split classifiers on each data point and computing the discrepancy. To compute the total variation distance D TV (P 0 ,P 1 ), we leverage its variational representation [26] , which converts the total variation distance into a functional optimization problem:
. This variational representation of total variation distance is in line with other approaches for estimating divergence measure [see e.g., 27, 28] . In our experiments, we use the set of functions representable by a neural network with output clipped to [−0.5, 0.5] to approximate the set of functions f ∞ ≤ 0.5. In particular, the function f is a simple feed-forward neural network consists of three hidden layers with ReLU activation with [30, 15, 7] neurons for each hidden layer, and a readout layer with 7 neurons. We train for 1000 epochs using AdagradOptimizer with learning rate 0.01, and use 5-fold cross-validation to avoid overfitting. Finally, we ignore the λ and the log(6n s ) terms in the lower bound ofˆ split (see (11) ) as suggested by Ben-David et al. [21] .
Result. Figure 2 (top) shows the sample-limited-splittingˆ split and its upper and lower bounds for all 85 datasets downloaded from OpenML [15] . We report the total variation distance between unlabeled distributions and the number of samples in each dataset in Figure 2 (bottom). As the number of samples increases, our bounds become tighter.
We plot the (mean) disagreement between optimal classifiers: s∈{0,1} ns i=1 |ĥ * 1 (x s,i ) −ĥ * 0 (x s,i )|/2n s . As shown, the tendency of the disagreement mimics the curve ofˆ split except for datasets with small sample size or large total variation distance between unlabeled distributions. This reflects the intuition of our upper and lower bounds in Corollary 1. These bounds state that the range ofˆ split can be determined by the optimal classifiers' disagreement when the unlabeled distributions are similar and the complexity is small.
We observe thatˆ split may be negative (e.g., dataset ID 915), in which case splitting classifiers hurts at least one group's accuracy due to limited amount of samples. However, as the number of samples increases, we find thatˆ split becomes mostly non-negative. This phenomenon echoes Proposition 1 which states that, information-theoretically, splitting classifiers never harms any group's accuracy.
Related Work
Domain Adaptation. We describe factors for characterizing the benefit of splitting classifiers in Section 2.3. These factors are inspired by the necessary and sufficient conditions in Ben-David et al. [20] for domain adaptation learnability. Lemma 1 states that if the covariate shift assumption is violated and two groups' unlabeled distributions are similar, then no classifier can perform well on both groups. In this regard, our work relates with the literature in domain adaptation [20] [21] [22] 29] and transfer learning [30, 31] . The closest work to ours is Ben-David et al. [20] which presents impossibility results on domain adaptation learnability. Compared to [20] , Lemma 1 characterizes an information-theoretic impossibility result that cannot be circumvented by increasing number of samples or changing different hypothesis classes. Furthermore, the lower bound in Lemma 1 serves as a complementary statement to the upper bounds in domain adaptation [see e.g., 21, 22] . These bounds jointly describe the range of the 1 loss a data scientist may incur by training on the source domain and deploying on the target domain.
Fair ML. A number of works in fair ML aim at understanding why discrimination happens [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] ; how it can be quantified [41] [42] [43] [44] ; how it can be reduced [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] . There are also a rising number of studies taking causality into account for understanding and mitigating discrimination [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] . We build on a line of papers on decoupling predictive models for improving accuracy-fairness trade-offs [see e.g., 7, 10, 64-66]. Among them, the closest work to ours is Dwork et al. [10] which introduces a decoupling technique to learn separate models for different groups of people. We next compare the benefit-of-splitting introduced in this paper with the cost-of-coupling in Dwork et al. [10] .
We start by illustrating the difference between group blind, coupled, split classifiers through the example of logistic regression. Then we recall the definition of the cost-of-coupling from [10] using our notation and compare it to the benefit-of-splitting.
• A group blind classifier never uses a sensitive attribute as an input: h(x) = logistic(w T x). There are two important differences between the benefit-of-splitting (see Definition 3) and the cost-ofcoupling [10] . First, our notion quantifies the gain in accuracy by using split classifiers rather than a groupblind classifier. In contrast, the cost-of-coupling compares coupled classifiers with split classifiers which both take a sensitive attribute as an input. Second, the cost-of-coupling is a worst-case quantity as it maximizes over all distributions. By allowing our notion to rely on the data distribution, we reveal more intricate conditions for characterizing the benefit of splitting classifiers (see discussion in Section 3). Furthermore, by taking the maximum over all distributions, we recover an analogous result to [10, Theorem 2]. Corollary 2. There exists a probability distribution Q S,X,Y whose benefit-of-splitting split is at least 1/2 for 1. Linear predictors:
Decision trees: H is the set of binary decision trees.
Furthermore, under this hypothetical distribution Q S,X,Y , no matter which group-blind classifier h ∈ H is used, there is always a group s ∈ {0, 1} such that L s (h) ≥ 1/2.
The proof technique used for this corollary can be extended to many other models (e.g., kernel methods or neural networks) and deferred to Appendix B.
Discussion
We assume that the sensitive attribute is binary for the sake of illustration but our analyses can be extended to handle multiple sensitive attributes (see Appendix C). This can help detect subgroups [67, 68] which suffer from discrimination (i.e., poor model performance). Furthermore, this extension also corresponds to the case of multiple source domains in domain adaptation [see e.g., 21] .
Throughout this paper, the risk function of measuring accuracy is under 1 loss (see Definition 2) . Nonetheless, all our analyses can be extended to the 2 loss although requiring different proof techniques (see more discussions in Appendix C). We provide the main technical lemma below which presents an inherent accuracy trade-off for group-blind classifiers. It is analogous to Lemma 1 but replacing the total variation distance with chi-square divergence for measuring distance between unlabeled distributions.
Lemma 2. For any measurable classifier
where for s ∈ {0, 1} the chi-square divergence is defined as
In Section 3.3, we show that if the optimal classifiers are different and the unlabeled distributions are different, then the benefit-of-splitting may vary across different hypothesis classes. In particular, Example 1 indicates that the hypothesis class containing threshold functions has much higher values of the benefit-ofsplitting than the interval functions. We conjecture that in this case a more restrictive hypothesis class may lead to higher values of the benefit-of-splitting.
The lower bound forˆ split in Corollary 1 relies on the total variation distance between empirical unlabeled distributions which may become trivial when the features are continuous. In our experiments, we circumvent this limitation by approximating the total variation via its variational representation. We remark that the total variation term in the lower bound can be replaced by the Wasserstein distance if one imposes Lipschitz conditions on the labeling functions and classifiers. We defer this treatment to future work.
Our notion of the sample-limited-splitting (see Definition 4) measures the performance difference between the empirically optimal group-blind and split classifiers. In particular, the split classifiers are trained using samples from each group only. However, in the setting of insufficient samples, a more sophisticated way of designing split classifiers may be pooling samples from all groups together (if acceptable) for assisting training [69] .
Conclusion
In this paper, we study the effect of splitting classifiers using a sensitive attribute. Information-theoretically, splitting classifiers follows the non-maleficence principle and allows a data scientist to deploy more accurate and suitable models for each group. We characterize the amount of benefit by splitting based on two factors: (i) similarity of the unlabeled distributions and (ii) disagreement between optimal classifiers. In the finite sample regime, the effect of splitting is no longer always beneficial and relies on the number of samples. We do not seek to argue that a data scientist must use a sensitive attribute whenever it is available since such decision relies on several factors and may even be illegal for certain tasks (e.g., predicting recidivism). Rather, we hope our approach provides an objective analysis for understanding the benefit (or risk) of splitting.
A Use Cases
The theoretical results derived here may shed light on the following illustrative use cases.
• A data scientist who is developing an image classification model receives large image datasets drawn from different geographical regions. The data scientist has to decide whether to train a separate classifier for each region, use geographical region as an input feature to the classifier, or deploy the same classifier across all regions. This use case is inspired by the recent Inclusive Images Challenge [70] .
• A researcher who is building a recidivism prediction model has access to criminal record collected from different geographical regions (e.g., different states). The researcher has to decide whether to fit a single model or separate models in order to predict recidivism in different geographical regions. Here the challenge is: on the one hand, the crime trends may vary in different regions [71] ; on the other hand, criminal record data may be limited for certain locations.
• Multinational research teams aim at predicting the progression of chronic kidney disease (CKD) [72] to kidney failure and have to decide whether to train a single model for all countries or to incorporate the geographic information into the model.
• A high school wants to identify and prevent students who are more likely to drop out [73] . It needs to decide whether to train a separate model based upon the students' demographic information, such as parents' level of education, or to deploy the same model for all students.
B Omitted Proofs
Proof of Theorem 1
We prove the following lemma first which naturally implies Theorem 1. 
Proof. For any h ∈ H, we have
For any h * 1 ∈ H, by the triangle inequality,
Similarly, for any h * 0 ∈ H, 
Similarly, by taking h = h * 0 , we have
Therefore,
In particular, Lemma 3 also implies the following results.
Remark 2. If the hypothesis class is convex (i.e., for any two classifiers h 0 , h 1 ∈ H and λ ∈ [0, 1], the convex combination λh 0 + (1 − λ)h 1 ∈ H), then we can further tighten the upper bound.
Remark 3. We assume that the optimal classifiers exist in Theorem 1. In other words, the infimum in inf h∈H L s (h) for s ∈ {0, 1} is achievable and, consequently, becomes a minimum. If this assumption does not hold, we have the following result instead. For any measurable classifiers h * 0 , h * 1 ∈ H, the benefit-of-splitting has an upper bound.
Proof of Example 1
We prove the following statements here.
• The "distance" between two distributions P 0 and P 1 becomes larger as µ → ∞. In particular, we prove D TV (P 0 , P 1 ) → 1, as µ → ∞.
Proof. Since P 0 , P 1 are two Gaussian distributions, we have
where the inequality is due to the tail bound of Gaussian distribution.
• The disagreement between optimal classifiers is at least 1/2. In other words, for s ∈ {0, 1},
Proof. By our construction of y 0 and y 1 , their point-wise disagreement is
Similarly, E [|y 1 (X) − y 0 (X)|| S = 1] ≥ 1/2.
• The benefit-of-splitting split under H threshold is 1/2.
Proof. Since y 0 , y 1 ∈ H threshold , we have
Now we consider inf h∈H threshold max s∈{0,1} L s (h). Without loss of generality, we assume that h(x) = I[x > a]. If a > µ, then
= Pr(X < µ | S = 1) + Pr(X > a | S = 1) ≥ 1/2.
Similarly, if a ≤ µ, then L 1 (h) ≥ Pr(X > µ | S = 1) = 1/2. Therefore, inf h∈H threshold max s∈{0,1} L s (h) ≥ 1/2. Now we choose h(x) = 0 for any x ∈ R (this classifier can be obtained by allowing a = ∞ for I[x > a]). Now L 0 (h) = L 1 (h) = 1/2. Hence, inf h∈H threshold max s∈{0,1} L s (h) ≤ 1/2. In summary, we have
• As µ goes larger, the benefit-of-splitting split under H interval is nearly 0.
Proof. Once again, since y 0 , y 1 ∈ H interval , then
We choose a group-blind classifier h * (
where the inequality is due to the tail bound of Gaussian distribution. Similarly, one can prove that
which implies the desired conclusion.
Proof of Lemma 1
We prove the following lemmas first which will be used in the proof of Lemma 1. The first lemma is a standard result and we provide its proof for the sake of completeness.
Lemma 4. For any measurable and non-negative function f :
where X 0 ∼ P 0 and X 1 ∼ P 1 .
as we wanted to prove.
Lemma 5. For any measurable classifier h : X → [0, 1],
Proof. By definition,
Recall that both h and y 0 are mappings from X to [0, 1] which implies that |h(x) − y 0 (x)|∈ [0, 1] for any x ∈ X . Then Lemma 4 guarantees that E [|h(X) − y 0 (X)|| S = 0] − E [|h(X) − y 0 (X)|| S = 1] ≥ −D TV (P 0 , P 1 ).
By the triangle inequality, we have
By symmetry, the result follows. 
Proof of Theorem 2
Proof. By the triangle inequality, we have
By Lemma 4,
Furthermore, by definition
Combining (33), (34) , and (35) together, we have
By symmetry, max s∈{0,1}
Furthermore, Lemma 1 proves that
Combining (37) and (38) gives
where we used the fact that max{a, b} ≤ a + b.
Proof of Corollary 1
Before stating the proof of Corollary 1, we first introduce the empirical benefit-of-splitting and bound its difference from the sample-limited-splitting. Definition 6. Letĥ * and {ĥ * s } s∈{0,1} be empirically optimal group-blind and split classifiers, respectively (see (7) and (8)). The empirical risk for h computed via n s i.i.d. samples {(x s,i , y s,i )} ns i=1 is denoted bŷ L s (h). Then the empirical benefit-of-splitting is defined aŝ
Next, we bound the discrepancy between the empirical benefit-of-splitting (see Definition 6) and the sample-limited-splitting (see Definition 4) . 
where n s is the number of samples from group s ∈ {0, 1}. 2D log(6n s ) + 2 log(8/δ) n s .
Recall thatˆ
Now by (41), we conclude that
2D log(6n s ) + 2 log(8/δ) n s . Now we are in position of proving Corollary 1.
Recall that both S and Y are binary random variables. Now we construct a probability distribution Q S,X,Y in the following way. Let
where δ(·) is the Dirac delta function. In this case, the lower bound for split (see (46) ) becomes
which, due to (45) , can be further lower bounded by
Since this lower bound of split holds for any > 0, one can let be sufficiently small which leads to
Now with the previous lemma in hand, Corollary 2 can be proved by noticing that for the linear predictor or decision tree, there always exist two classifiers h * 0 and h * 1 which disagree on a certain point x * . In other words, 
C Extensions
We discuss two extensions of our theory in this section: (i) extension to multiple sensitive attributes; (ii) extension to the 2 loss. In particular, we focus on generalizing two main technical results (i.e., Theorem 1 and Lemma 1).
Extension to Multiple Sensitive Attributes
Now we consider the case in which the sensitive attribute S is allowed to take finitely many values. The upper bound for the benefit-of-splitting split in Theorem 1 can be extended in the following form.
Theorem 3. Let h * s be an optimal classifier for the group s ∈ S, i.e., h * s ∈ argmin h∈H L s (h). Then
The following result is a generalization of Lemma 1. Proof. For a fixedŝ ∈ S, we have
where the inequality is due to (32) in the proof of Lemma 5. Therefore, for anyŝ ∈ S, Ps) ) .
Hence, by taking maximum overŝ ∈ S, we obtain the desired conclusion.
Extension to the 2 Loss
Here we consider the case in which the 2 loss is used. We introduce the corresponding risk function below.
Definition 7. The 2 risk of a classifier h ∈ H on group s ∈ {0, 1} is defined as
Next, we recover our main results (i.e., Theorem 1 and Lemma 1) while replacing 1 risk with 2 risk. The following theorem provides an upper bound for the benefit-of-splitting under 2 risk. We omit its proof since it can be adapted by the proof of Theorem 1. 
s (h)). Then
where the benefit-of-splitting under 2 risk is defined as
In what follows, we assume that X|S = s is continuous with probability density function p s (s ∈ {0, 1}) for simplicity. 
B D χ 2 (p 1 p 0 ) + 1,
and D χ 2 (p 1 p 0 ) ((p 1 (x)/p 0 (x)) 2 − 1)p 0 (x)dx is the chi-square divergence.
Proof. Consider a convex optimization problem min h (h(x) − y 1 (x)) 2 p 1 (x)dx, s.t.
(h(x) − y 0 (x)) 2 p 0 (x)dx ≤ 2 .
Computing the Gateaux derivative of the Lagrange multiplier gives the following optimal conditions [74, Theorem 6.6.1], (h(x) − y 1 (x))p 1 (x) + λ(h(x) − y 0 (x))p 0 (x) = 0,
λ (h(x) − y 0 (x)) 2 p 0 (x)dx − 2 = 0,
which provides the optimal classifier h(x) = y 1 (x)p 1 (x) + λy 0 (x)p 0 (x) p 1 (x) + λp 0 (x) .
By introducing the ratio between two probability density functions
we can simplify the expression of the optimal classifier h(x) = y 1 (x)r(x) + λy 0 (x) r(x) + λ .
If λ = 0, then h(x) = y 1 (x) and, consequently, Hence, we have λ > 0. In this case, (51) and (54) imply
We simplify the expression and obtain r(x) 2 y 1 (x) − y 0 (x) r(x) + λ 2 p 0 (x)dx = 2 .
Now we consider lower bounding L 
where the only inequality is due to the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. Furthermore, by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality again and (55) 
Furthermore, recall that r(x) is the ratio between two probability density functions (53) . 
B = D χ 2 (p 1 p 0 ) + 1 = p 1 (x) p 0 (x) p 1 (x)dx.
By taking = A B+1 , we first prove that this satisfies the assumption. 
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